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Abstract.

Experimental Set-Up

We have used, for the first time that we are

awareof, the NASA/JPL Goldstoneplanetaryradar to
study the Earth's atmosphere.With its high bandwidth
and power,we wereable to achievea heightresolutionof
20 m, which is significantlybetter than the usual 150-m
resolutionfor stratosphericradars. Here we discussthe
observationof a very thin scatteringlayer that persisted
over several hours at the same height just above the
tropopause. We questionthe assumptionof turbulent
radar scatter based on the available evidence, and also

investigatethe two-minuteoscillationobservedin the
vertical velocity.

Introduction

Two antennasof the GoldstoneSolar SystemRadar
were used in a bistatic configuration.Both the trans-

mitting (DSS-14) and receiving(DSS-12) antennas
are fully steerable parabolic disheswith diameters of
70 m and 26 m. The latter was located 21.6 km,
roughly southeast, from the former. The S-band car-

rier frequency(2320-MHz, 12.9-cmwavelength)was
used in continuous-wave
(CW) mode with a 1023length, 0.125-tts-baudpseudorandom
binary phasecode
[MacWilliamsand$1oane,
1976];thistype of codingis
similarto the frequency-modulated
CW (FMCW) techniqueusedin boundary-layer
radars[Richter,1969].Up
to 400 kW of averagetransmitted power was used. The
resultant

altitude

resolution

of 20 m is the best that

One of the outstandingscientificproblemsin middle we know of among ST radars and is only rivaled in
atmospheredynamics is the role that stratospherictur- the stratosphereby what was achievedusing the old
bulence plays in the vertical transport of minor con- Arecibo system. For this experiment we took 99 coherstituentssuchas ozone,watervapor,•aerosols,
and ent integrations, 128 FFT points, and 9 spectral averpollutants from volcanic eruptions and supersonicjet agesfor a time resolutionof 15 s and Doppler velocity
of 5 cms-1 (a time resolutionasshortas4 s
planes. Because the turbulence occurs in extremely resolution
thin layers(due to the high convective
stabilityof the has been used successfullyin previousexperiments;we
stratosphere),it hasbeendifficultto observeits detailed lengthenedthe integrationtime simply to avoidfilling
structure.A stratosphere-troposphere
(ST) radartypi- up the recordingdisk too quickly). For further inforcally has a range resolution of 150 m, but stratospheric mation on the Goldstone system we refer the reader to
turbulence often has finer-scale features of the order of
Dvorskyet al. [1992].
A seriousdrawbackof this bistatic geometryis the
tens of meters.
To overcome the range-resolution problem the shallownessof the intersectionvolume at stratospheric
of the antennabeams(a nearArecibo bistatic S-band planetary radar with its capac- heights.The narrowness
ity for very fast phase modulation was used to study field pencil beam for DSS-14 and a divergingbeam for
the stratosphere[Woodman,1980;Ierkic el al., 1990]. DSS-12) and the 21.6-kmbaselinecombinedto yield a
common volume with a depth of only about 300 m at
However, that system is currently not in operation.
We have applied the same technique and used,for the 18 km altitude. Thus the antennashad to be scanned
first time that we are awareof, the NASA/Jet Propul- up and downto covera wider rangeof heights.A receivsion Laboratory Goldstoneplanetary radar to study the ing antenna adjacentto the transmitting antennawas
Earth's atmosphere. Here we present the first results available,which would have provideda muchimproved
from this experiment and discussaspectsof the ob- simultaneousaltitude coverage,but the direct spillover
serveddynamicsand their implicationsfor the radar of power was deemedso great that it would overwhelm
any backscatteredsignal from the atmosphere.
scattering mechanism.
Data
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The experiment on which we report was conducted
on 25 August 1995, beginning at 0600 UT and lasting until 1300 UT. During the first 100 minutes of the
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experiment we moved the common bistatic volume be-

rather surprising. However,there are severalpossible
explanations.
thin scattering layers at severalheights. After this we
First, the observed oscillation period could have
fixed the antennasat one elevationangle and were able been Doppler-shiftedby the backgroundmotion of the
to observeone particular layer for the remainder of the medium, i.e., the Lagrangian wave period may have
time (Figure 1). The top panelis a color-scale
map of been longerthan the Brunt-V•iis/il/iperiod but was obthe backscattered
signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR); eachtime servedas being shorter from the Eulerian perspective.
slice has been self-normalizedto bring out the peaksin Unfortunately, without knowing the wave vector we
the signal. At the beginningof the plot there is a layer cannot estimate how much Doppler shift the measured
at 17.7 km that soon descendsas another layer comes backgroundwind couldhaveintroduced.If we assume
down into the frame; this latter layer remarkably re- that the wavewas propagatingparallel to the horizonmained within the same 300-m height window for the tal wind, thereby receivingthe maximum leveragefor
restof the experiment(about4.5 hours).Notethat the Dopplershifting,then an intrinsicperiodof 4 minutes,
layer appearsto split in two at around 250 minutes and together
withthemeanobserved
windspeed
of6 rns-1,
300-330 minutes. Because the plot is self-normalized, would require a horizontal wavelengthof < 1.5 kin.
changesin the absoluteSNR with time can be discerned That is an extremely short horizontal wavelengthfor
by the variation in the level of signal outside the scat- a gravity wave.
tering layer--higher poweroutsidecorresponds
to lower
Second, the wave could have been acoustic. From
peak signals. Also becausethe intersectionof the two the rawinsondetemperature profile we calculatedthe
antenna beams doesnot yield a uniform gain over the acousticcutoff period to be above 2 minutes,so sound
entire volume, the lower SNR away from the center of waves could have propagated. Also an electric storm
the commonvolume may be due to lossof gain; for ex- was observedlocally during the experimental period;
ample, the lower absolute SNR around 300 minutes is convectivestorms have been known to generate infralikely due to this effect becausethe scatteringlayer at soundwavescloseto the Brunt-V/iis/il•iperiod[Georges,
tween about

17 and 18 km in altitude

that time is near the bottom

and discovered

of the common volume.

The vertical velocity as measuredby the first moment
of the Doppler velocity spectrumwasvery uniform with

height acrossthe scatteringlayer. Thus, we displaythe
height-integratedvertical velocityin the bottom panel
of Figure 1. In regionswhere the velocity oscillated
with significantamplitude, the scatteringlayer undulated up and down in sync, suggestingthat the layer
was advectedby the vertical winds. Of specialinterest
is the rapid oscillationaround 220 minutes that has a
period of about 2 minutes,which can alsobe observed
in the frequency-domain
powerspectrumof the velocity
fluctuations(Figure 2). The large,isolatedpeak that
is at a higher frequencythan the Brunt-Vgisgl/icutoff
correspondsto a period of 2 minutes.
We also have rawinsonde data from Desert Rock,

1973]. The atmospherealsoappearsto haveresonant
modescloseto the acousticcutoff [Jonesand Georges,
1976]that have been observedto be excitedby vol-

caniceruptions[WidmerandZ•i'rn,1992].To estimate
the sourcepower necessaryto generatethe observed

verticalvelocityamplitudeof w ,,- 0.3 m s-1, we calculatethe averagepowerflux densityF - 0.5pcw
•,
wherep - 0.14kg m-3 is the ambientair densityand
c - 290 m s-1 is local soundspeed(calculatedfrom
the rawinsondedata). We estimatethe emitted source

power(neglecting
absorption
effects)by integratingF
overa hemisphere
of radiusr: P - 2•rr2F. If.we assume that the sourcewas directly below the observation volumeat groundlevel, i.e., r- 18 km, then we

get P - 4 GW. This is two ordersof magnitudelarger
than the estimate of averagestorm-generatedacoustic

Nevada.,which provided us with temperature and hori- radiatedpowerof 20 MW [Georges,
1973].
zontal wind profilesat 0000 and 1200 UT on the same
Third, the observedvertical velocity oscillationcould
day. Desert Rock is about 150 km northeastof Gold- have been a manifestation of Kelvin-Helmholtz rolls bestone and was the nearest, regularly launchingsite for ing advectedacrossthe commonvolume by the backweather balloons. The rawinsonde data had a vertical
ground horizontal winds. If so, we would expect the
resolutionof the order of 100 rn (the samplingwasun- thicknessof the instability layer, Az, to be related to the
even)in the heightregionof interest.To calculatethe horizontalperiodicity,,•, by Az - ,•/•r, where,•- UT,
Brunt-V•iis•lg frequenciesand the Richardsonnumbers, the horizontaladvectionvelocity,6 m s-t, timesthe osthe data points wereinterpolatedand evenlyresampled cillation period, 2 minutes. The result is Az - 200 m,
at 100-m intervals. Figure 3 is the Richardsonnumber which is several times thicker than the observed scatprofilecalculatedfrom the rawinsondetemperatureand tering layer. Furthermore,we note in Figure 3 that the
winds at 1200 UT.
Richardsonnumber doesnot take a dip at the height of
the layer.
Interpretation
Next, we estimate the turbulence energy dissipation
Let us first try to understand the 2-minute oscilla- rate, e, in the layer assumingthat the radar scattertion in the vertical velocity. Anticipating the presence ing resultedfrom turbulence.From Hocking[1985]we
of gravity waves,onedoesnot normMlyexpecta period- havee - 0.4wB(Av)2, wherewB - 0.026tad s-1 is
icity shorter than the Brunt-VSJs&l•cutoff, so it seems the local Brunt-V&is/•l&tfrequency calculated from raw-
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Figure 1. The top panelis a color-scale
mapof radarbackscattered
signal-to-noise
ratioversusheightandtime.
Each. time slice is self-normalized for maximum contrast. The center of the bistatic common volume is at 17.8 km.

The bottom panelis the height-integrated
verticalvelocityversustime. The time elapsedis referencedto the
start of the experiment at 0600 UT.

10-5 m2 s-• is the kinematic viscosityof the air calcucal half-width of the observedDoppler velocityspectra. lated from rawinsonde data, we arrive at Ac = 24 cm,

insondetemperaturesand Av - 0.1 m s-1 is a typi-

Theresultis e - 0.1mW kg-1.

whichis longerthan the 12.9-cmwavelength
of the

Can such a weakly turbulent layer produce strong radar. It appearsthat turbulentscattershouldonly
radar echoesat S-band? Taking the radar cutoff wave- be marginally
effective
at thisradarwavelength.
This

length to be •c - 87r• [VanZandt,1992],where• -

y3/4e-1/4is the Kolmogorov
microscale
andy - 9.3x

suspicion
is furtherbolstered
by the lackof correlation
betweenDopplerspectralwidthandechopower(not
plottedheredueto limitedspace),andthehighvalues
of the Richardsonnumberat the scatteringlayerheight.
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Figure 2. Power spectral density of the vertical velocity fluctuations. The vertical dotted line indicates Figure 3. Richardsonnumberprofile calculatedfrom
the local Brunt-V•iis•il•ifrequency(corresponding
to a the rawinsondetemperature and winds. The horizonperiod of 4 minutes) calculatedfrom the rawinsonde tal dotted line indicatesthe approximateheight of the
temperature data.
radar scattering layer.
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Summary Discussion
What is the physical nature of this very thin and
persistent radar scattering layer that we observedin
this experiment? Conventionalwisdomsuggestsshearinstability-inducedturbulence in a highly stratified environment. The evidence here, however, does not sup-

port such preconceivednotions very well: (1) The
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in making this experiment succeed.
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